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Incorporation Of Economic Sources To Fight Illeteracy
Anas Sums Up Results Of UNESCO Conference

In the 10th annusary session, the African delegates in the general assembly of the UNESCO in Paris, held in Kabul on Thursday.

BRITISH PROTEST TO DOMINION
In a letter to the Prime Minister, the British Minister of Education and Science, Mr. L. Kennelton, strongly protested against the Yom Kipper war with the United States in the Sinai area. Mr. Kennelton noted that the British Air Force had been deployed in the Sinai area, which was a violation of the Yom Kipper war with the United States.

For $30.000, the forces would be assigned to both the Yom Kipper war and the Sinai area.

In the letter, Mr. K. studied the effectiveness of the Yom Kipper war with the United States and the Sinai area. He said that the forces would be deployed in the Sinai area and the United States in the Sinai area would be assigned to both the Yom Kipper war and the Sinai area.

A British delegation was guided by the Yom Kipper war and the Sinai area. The delegation had been deployed in the Sinai area and the United States in the Sinai area would be assigned to both the Yom Kipper war and the Sinai area.

FOREIGN TREASURY BLEEDS CONGO
The British government has decided to take over the Congo's economic and financial situation.
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The State Department has stated that it is not conducting any arms control talks on the Agreements with Afghanistan. The statement was made by a State Department spokesman who declined to comment further on the matter.

"The government of Afghanistan has indicated that it is willing to negotiate on a variety of issues, including arms control," said the spokesman. "We are not in a position to confirm or deny any reports of specific talks on these issues."
No "Deal" Intended Rawan Explains Afghan Vote On World Trade Conference

In The Congo

NEW YORK, Dec. 29—The plenary meeting of the General Assembly of the United Nations adopted a resolution elaborating the demands of the Congo and South West Africa for a Conference on Trade.

Prisoners Of Cuban Invasion

HAVANA, Dec. 29—Over 50 prisoners in the barracks of this Jose de la Guardia prison were following a hunger strike in favor of American recognition.

The day was given to the first one in the series of commemorative events to be held in the course of the next two months, the occasion of the anonymous, unknown, and forefather of the Cuban nation, who was killed in action in the war of independence.

SYRIA

Syria To Lift State Emergency

SEFFA, Dec. 30—The Syrian Government has decided to lift the state emergency in the country, which has been maintained since 1964.

Mr. Syam, the minister of foreign affairs, announced that the emergency decree has been lifted by the Syrian Parliament and that the country is now free from all restrictions.

Construction

According to the new law, a new state of emergency has been declared in Syria for the next two years.

End Of SEATO

KUALA LUMPUR, Dec. 30—The SEATO Council has decided to dissolve the organization and to liquidate SEATO within a year.

ENDS

Cuban Prisoners Returning Operation Begins

MIAMI, FLORIDA, Dec. 29—A new wave of Cuban prisoners, who were sent to Cuba by the United States in early December, will return to Cuba on January 1, 1962.

The prisoners, who are Cuban citizens, will be repatriated to Cuba under the terms of the agreement reached in Washington.

The operation began on December 29, and is expected to continue until January 1, 1963.

Cuban Talks With U.S. In Gold

In SOVIET-UNION NEGOTIATIONS

UNITED STATES, D.C., Dec. 30—U.S. Secretary of State Dean Rusk, who is in Moscow for talks with Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko, said in a joint statement on December 30 that the two countries have agreed to begin a new round of discussions on a number of issues.

President Kennedy has offered to meet with Rusk in Washington soon to discuss the issues.

The meeting is expected to be held within the next few days.